
Prop Character
Designer Notes. Blue text = costumes, Orange text = set, 
Pink text = Lighting, Green text = Director questions Questions (D-Designer, SM-Rehearsal Report) Answers Rehearsal Report Notes (SM) Rehearsal Final

16 A hat Wendla Could be a costume prop. shown later in a scene

18 Desks and Chairs All the boys The desks and chairs are now foldable benches

19
Some kind of German 
literature All the boys They're reading Pious Aeneas (Roman myth but in latin writing)

20 Teacher's cane Herr Sonnenstitch Like a yardstick or walking stick?
22 Pencil/pen/paper All the boys A slate or chalk might work
26 Books All the boys
26 Moritz's Satchel Mortiz Do all the boys have a bag or some form of bag?

29
Reproduction of 
Correggio's Io Hanschen

Painting that was taken out from a book. Paper should have 
ripped edges on one side and maybe crumpled

29 A toilet Hanschen Could roll on for this one scene

32 Lamp/table/journal/chair Moritz + Melchior
Could have a lamp light effect rather than an actual lamp on 
desk. Table and chair using benches some how

33 Cigarette Melchior

33 Tea
Frau Gabor 
+Melchior + Moritz Gabor brings in tea but is it a cup of tea or like a tray with cups?

34 Melchior's Essay All the boys
Each boy holds a copy of the essay. Hand written. Have an actor 
excerise the essays. What is the context of the letters

Figure out the contents within the script if we need 
to write it out, the actor needs to (good for exercise), 
or we can write gibberish and pretend they have 
something

37 Woodruff Wendla She mentions she's getting woodruff for mom. She picks herbs
46 Melchior's journal/pencil Melchior

48 A switch Wendla + Melchior
Described as thin and tough. Like a tree branch/whip. Wendla 
gets hit with me

52
Lamp/table/journal/chair/
letter

Frau Gabor + 
Moritz

Mentioned Gabor as if she was in a study. Same study as 
Melchiors? Two letters: Gabor writes one while Moritz reads it

55 Gun Moritz Small enough to be snug and withdrawn from a vest pocket

56
Hayloft/Melchior's 
journal Wendla + Melchior

Wendla has the journal. The folding benches could be used in 
platform mode for the hayloft and we could cover it with hay

66 Gun Moritz
70 Gun Moritz

70 Open grave/Flowers
Everyone in the 
scene

Each character has one flower. Maybe different types (max 5 
types) of flowers. or flowers that could be picked straight from the 
ground

79 Melchior's letter
Wendla + Herr 
Gabor

Small enough to be slipped into her sleeve. Gabor "received" 
from Bergman moments later.

79 Pill bottle Doctor
82 Melchior's letter Herr Gabor
84 Wendla's letter Melchior "Quickly pockets the letter"

84 Coins
Reinhold + Rupert 
+ Ulbrecht Coins are in pockets

84 Straight Razor Rupert Is stored in a pocket somewhere. Maybe the pants?
87 Melchior's letter Ilse Letter taken out of her dress pockets.

88 Tombstones

Melchior 
(Wendla? + 
Moritz?)

Melchior reads Wendla's epitaph. Mentioned that Wendla and 
Moritz appear to rise out of their grave. Gravestone options. Find 
a way for Melchior to read the epitaph.

Ask about tombstones next production meeting and 
how Tracy wants to use this

89 Straight razor Melchior

Lamps or lanterns

We have gave Charlie and Ray a lamp and they seem to like it. 
The box police lamp. Will get more confirmation on what lamps to 
use for other scenes

Open graves Can be the folding benches and act as a coffin

Pillows and Blankets
Use of these when we go into the living room or bedroom while 
using the foldable benches next production meeting
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Every text in orange 
will be asked to set if 
there are other props 
needed to be in the 
scene

Most likely 
using the 
foldable 
benches for 
specific 
scenes

16
Provincial German living 
room

18 In a classroom
29 In bathroom
32 Melchior's Study
52 A study
72 Headmaster's office
75 Headmaster's office
79 Wendla's bedroom
84 Reformatory
88 Graveyard




























